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ABOUT HSS AUSTRALIA
Hindu Dharma and the culture practiced by the Hindu
community makes a significant contribution for the
benefit of humanity. HSS Australia works to develop unity
and harmony in the Hindu community to effectively
promote these salient features to build a strong
Australian-Hindu.
 MESSAGE FROM SANGHCHALAK 
Aatmeeya swayamsevak/sevikAs
We all are - and entire world is - going through
unprecedented (during our life time), and extra ordinary,
time with Corona-virus pandemic. Lot of information is
available on what to do and what not to do. Please
follow those instructions faithfully.
 
There is also a good message from “Action for Happiness”
- “Keep Calm, Stay Wise, Be kind”. This sums up very well
what we need to do.   We need to keep calm without
worrying too much or having lots of anxiety.   We need to
stay wise by following all relevant advice from government
and health authorities to minimise spread of Coronavirus
and we need to be kind towards one and all – specially
towards health professionals and other public servants
who are risking their own lives to serve the community
and nation.
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...CONTINUED

To keep calm, I would also like to quote from a recent
article by a Swami of Ramakrishna Order with deeply
insightful and challenging observations on how to face
these unsettling times.
 

.यदभा�व न तद् भा�व भा�व चे� तद�यथा । इ�त �च�ता�वष�नोऽयं बोधो
�म�नवत�क: ॥

 
Yad abhāvi na tad bhāvi, bhāvi cet na tad anyathā;
Iti cintā-viṣaghno’yaṁ bodho bhrama-nivartakaḥ.
                                                        ( Panchdasi 7. 168 )

 
“What will not happen will not happen. What will happen
will happen”— this knowledge destroys the poison of
anxiety and removes all delusion.
 
“This is not fatalism. Nor does this mean that we do
nothing, that we merely sit idle and let things take their
own course. Far from it. What it does mean is that after
doing the best we can to respond appropriately to any
situation, we recognize that, when all is said and done,
what is to be will be, what is not to be won’t be. There is
nothing any of us can do more than our best at any given
time”.
In fact, in Australia we are blessed with one of the best
health care system in the world and we should feel grateful
for that.
 
May Lord look after and bless you all.
 
Dr Nihal Agar,
sanghchAlak, sydney mahAnagar, 
Hindu Swayamsevak Sangh
 
 

 UPCOMING HINDU      
 FESTIVALS

RAM NAVAMI (APR 02)

HANUMAN JAYANTI (APR

08)

AKSHAY TRITIYA (APR 26)
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 WORDS OF WISDOM

�च� ही नह�... 

च�र� भी संुदर हो।

 भवन ही नह�...

 भावना भी संुदर हो।

साधन ही नह�...

साधना भी संुदर हो।

��� ही नह�...

���कोण भी संुदर हो।



On December 29, 2019, three Keshav, ShivAji, and VivekAnand shakhAs from the West
BhAg came together for a parivAr Sahal (family outing) at the beautiful Wattamolla Beach
near Helensburgh.  A bright day, along with a cooling and soothing breeze, was a perfect
setup for a beautiful beach outing. A total of 50 swayamsevaks and sevikAs, ranging
from 1-year olds to senior citizens, gathered at 9:00 AM at the venue. 
 
The swayamsevaks and sevikAs demonstrated 'sangh' spirit by planning and executing
together various aspects of the sahal. Commendable efforts were taken by a
swayamsevak in fixing one of our sevikA’s broken down car on the way.
 
Watersports and exploring the depth of the waterfall were the highlights of the beach
outing. The shakhAs also conducted a charchA (discussion). Everyone sat together as one
big family and exchanged their views about 'Challenges in passing on our values and
culture to our kids'. After a healthy discussion, everyone agreed that passing on the
values of our Hindu Dharma to the coming generations is not only essential but the
utmost duty of all Hindu parents.  
 
The charchA was followed by lunch. Everyone enjoyed the delicious food prepared
lovingly by the families. The sahal concluded with the prArthanA.  This sahal was not
only an enjoyable trip but also a great learning experience. Everyone dispersed at about
2:30 PM, after taking home a lot of everlasting memories and new learnings.

"We not only enjoyed the outing, but also learnt event management skills. Availability of

parking space, ease of carrying picnic gear to beaches from the parking, accessibility to the

beach, phone network issues, and unforeseen incidents, such as injuries, were some of the

important considerations in planning the sahal."

SHAKHA SAHAL - KESHAV, VIVEKANAND, SHIVAJI SHAKHAS
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On a wonderful weekend of 6th December 2019, 38 swayamsevaks and sevikAs from raNi
lakshmibAi shAkhA went to Wattamolla Beach for a day of fun with family and friends.
The trip began with a drive to the beach with sunny and pleasant weather portraying the
great day ahead of everyone. 
 
Upon arrival to the beach, the swayamsevaks and sevikAs began playing an array of
loveable shAkhA games, ranging from mandal games such as namaste and clap kho, to
individual challenges like kapaLa moksha. This finally led to the long awaited mahAkhel.
The mahAkhel included different games like cricket, kho-kho and kabaddi. Many players
enjoyed several rounds of cricket, which built the team chemistry between all
swayamsevaks and sevikAs. 
 
This was followed by an intense game of kho-kho with an aim of improving endurance,
speed and agility for the upcoming and highly anticipated khel pratiyogitA. Likewise,
matches of kabaddi exhilarated players of all ages. To cool down everyone from bAl,
kishor, mahilA and taruN gaNas enjoyed the spectacular waves and cooling waters of the
beach. The taruNs enjoyed rounds of antAkShari (game of the ending letter), while the
kishors and bAls playfully built sandcastles and swam on the water’s edge. 
 
The sahal concluded by having wonderful food brought by the families. Overall, the sahal
was a wonderful experience, surely enjoyed by all.

“The various games we played during the sahal improved our several sportsmanship skills

such as team-spirit, coordination, running and direction, strength and tackling, presence of

mind, endurance, speed and agility, etc.”

SHAKHA SAHAL - RANI LAKSHMIBAI SHAKHA
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This summer, families from Dhruv and Adi Shankara Balgokulams
(total 25 people - 14 tarun and 11 bAl) went for a two-day camping
trip from 17th to 19th January 2020 to Toowoonbay Holiday Park.
Despite the wet weather, the spirit and enthusiasm was very high.
It was the first camping experience for many attendees. Upon
arrival, amidst heavy rain, the families taught and helped each
other to set up tents and a huge gazebo that served as a bauddhik
hall, kitchen, and covered play area. The families got introduced to
each other, had delicious dinner together and called it a day.
 
Saturday began with a beach visit, where everyone played games
like Lagori. After lunch, everyone participated in a Chai Pe
Charcha (discussion over a hot cup of tea). The topic was
'Following our bhArateeya tradition and culture being away
from bhArat '. The outcome suggested that traditional bhASHA
(language), bhooSHA (attire), bhajan (religious chants) and
bhOjan (cuisine) are the most important aspects in upbringing of
our children. By speaking our mother tounge, wearing our
traditional outfit, chanting shlokAs, and eating traditional food
and teaching traditional names of food items to kids we can retain
and preserve our great tradition, literature, culture, diction, and
cuisine.
 
Throughout the camp, everyone enjoyed cooking together and
relished the hot delicious food cooked onsite. The kids enjoyed
activities like swimming in the pool, riding bikes and scooters, play
area, games like cricket and lagori, and also bed-time stories. The
parents relaxed and got introduced to each other. During the two
days, the families made new friends, spent quality time together,
and became one big family. The camp ended with everyone taking
away some fond memories, and looking forward to the next camp.

 “Staying in the tent, waking up to the noises of rain drizzling on the tents, leaves rustling and birds
chirping, and living amidst the nature was a different experience all together. We also made new

friends, spent quality time together and became one big family.”

SHAKHA SAHAL - BALAGOKULAM



MAKAR SANKRANTI UTSAV

SankrAnti, signifying light, gives the message of intellectual illumination. It is the capacity to

discriminate between the right and the wrong, the just and the unjust, truth and falsehood,

virtue and vice. It is this discriminative wisdom – Viveka – which leads the individual on the

path of human evolution and human happiness.

Makar SankrAnti, a day devoted to the Divinity of Surya (Sun), is celebrated annually
duringthe magha month as per the Lunar calendar. As per the Gregorian calendar, this
festivaloccurs in January. The day marks the first day of the Sun’s transit into the
makara(Capricorn) rAshi (constellation), and also marks the end of the winter solstice and
the start of longer days in the northern hemisphere.
 
All shAkhAs in Sydney Mahanagar celebrated the Makar SankrAnti utsavs at the shAkhA
level on different days suitable to each shAkhA. This year the weather was extreme, and
Sydney experienced extreme heat, worst bushfires, followed by severe thunderstorm and
heavy rainfall. The unfavorable weather conditions did not deter the swayamsevaks and
sevikAs to attend the utsavs in large numbers and celebrate the festival that signifies
prosperity, bonding among the hindu fraternity, and intellectual illumination.   The makar
sankrAnti utsav is a symbol of the immense amount of strength and unity we possess as a
unified hindu community.

 SANKRANTI UTSAV IN SOUTHWEST BHAG SHAKHAS

On 2nd February 2020, on a day blessed with bright sunlight, 70 swayamsevaks
andsevikAs from mAdhav (50) and eklavya (20) shAkhAs came together to celebrate the
makarsankrAnti utsav at Lighthorse Park in Liverpool.On the day, shAkhA began with
shAreerik activities such as light warmups, followed by soorya namaskArs (sun
salutations), which are a sequence of 12 gracefully lined AsanAs. Then all gaNas played
different khel very enthusiastically.
 
In the bauddhik activities, the yuvA swayamsevikAs led the wonderful rendition of the
sanghik geet ‘hindubhoomi gAn se goonjata rahe gagan’, and the bAl gana recited the
subhashita. The ability of the yuvA and bAl swayamsevaks and sevikAs to recite the geet
and subhAshit very confidently, is a testimony that our hindu values and culture is being
successfully passed on to our future generations.
                                                                                                                             Continued...
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...Continued
This was followed by two very engaging bauddhiks. The
first bauddhik brilliantly explained the importance of
Makar SankrAnti, how it is celebrated in different parts of
bhArat, the significance of worshiping the sun and history
behind it, and emphasised that by bringing our families
together we truly demonstrate the sangh value of
‘vasudhaiva kutumbakam’ - the world is one family. 
 
The second bauddhik explained the greatness of Doctor Ji ’s
ideology and how, even after his passing away 80 years
ago, the sangh family is expanding largely all over the
world. The bauddhik emphasised on the importance of
sangh and motivated us to invite more and more people to
join the sangh family and demonstrate the unity, which
Doctor Ji had envisioned.
 
The utsav concluded with prArthanA, after which everyone
enjoyed delicious refreshments to cope with the hot and
humid climate. 

"All swayamsevaks and sevikAs demonstrated fantastic discipline in organisation, execution

and hospitality during the utsav, which was truly the highlight of this event."
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"The sampark abhiyAn not only led to a large upasthiti for the utsav, but also connected new

families with the shAkhA and revived a lot of participation from old families."

 SANKRANTI UTSAV IN WEST BHAG SHAKHAS
All shAkhAs in the Sydney west bhAg celebrated Makar SankrAnti utsav at respective
shAkhAs during the shAkhA time. All shAkhAs had an enthusiastic participation with
increased sankhyAs - keshav (80), epping (68), abhimanyu (21), shivAji (22), vivekAnand
(55). The shAkhAs celebrated the utsav by conducting regular shAkhA activities,
suryanamaskAr, and light khel. More emphasis and time was given for for bauddhiks that
explained the importance and significance of sankrAnti. 
 
Epping shAkhA organised a charchA on Makar SankrAnti where all swayamsevaks and
sevikAs - bAl, kishor, taruN, and praudh - participated with great interest. They talked
about how the utsav is celebrated in different states of Bharat. 
 
Before the utsav, keshav shAkhA did a sampark abhiyAn (outreach program) with families
old and new. The sampark resulted in increased attendance in the utsavs and also
increased participation of mahilA gana in regular shAkhA. 
Other shAkhAs also did similar activities and celebrated the utsav with good
participation....
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The shAkhAs from the hills bhag also conducted the utsav during
individual shAkhAs. Since most of the shAkhA families were back
from the holidays, this utsav was a perfect occasion for all
families to get together and get ready for the busy year ahead. 
 
All shAkhAs conducted regular shAkhA activities and conducted
baudhiks that elaborated on the significance of sankrAnti. From
the informative and interactive sessions all swayamsevaks and
sevikAs   enhanced their knowledge about the festival and the
ways in which it is celebrated in different parts of bhArat. The
baudhhiks also emphasised on striving for doing good in our
lives and the importance of   makar sankranti in sangh
perspective.
 
Arjun shAkhA (sankhyA 21) celebrated the utsav at sanghsthAn
with regular shAkhA activities, and elaborate bauddhiks,
followed by delicious snacks afterwards. 
 
Veer sAvarkar shAkhA (sankhyA 25) toli proactively came up with
a different idea of having rangoli competition as the utsav was
being celebrated indoors due to hot weather. The swayamsevaks
and sevikas thoroughly enjoyed the activity. Each family was
presented with a certificate for the job well done! 
 
RaNi lakshmibAi shakha (sankhyA 50) also celebrated utsav
indoors due to wet weather. The shAkhA conducted regular
shAkhA activities, indoor khel and bauddhik sessions. Before the
utsav, the gatnayaks did samparka with all swayamsevaks and
sevikAs. This activity brought few new families to the utsav and
also strengthened the bond with some regular shAkhA families. 

"Different activities like rangoli competition, parivAr samparka, and sharing of delicious food

strenghtened the bonds amongst different shAkhA families. The give and take of ideas, food,

and food for thought were the vital aspects in strengthening the bond."

 SANKRANTI UTSAV IN HILLS BHAG SHAKHAS
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MA. SAUMITRA JI GOKHALE - SYDNEY PRAVAAS

"The main aim of sangh karya is to create swayamsevaks. The focus is on people. Sangh work

is paristhiti and vyakti nirapeksha (independant of situation and person). The work is not

dependant on an individual, but on building teams."

Mananeeya Saumitra ji Gokhale took a stop over in Sydney mahAnagar between 17 Feb
2020 and 24 Feb 2020, during his Australia pravAs. In Sydney mahAnagar, various
programs were organized during his pravAs.

PARIVAAR SAH-BHOJAN AND PARIVAAR SAMPARK
Sydney mahAnagar is divided into three bhAgs. As Saumtra ji ’s pravAs was on weekdays,
the best way for shAkhA swayamsevaks and sevikAs to do sampark with Saumitra ji, was
to meet and greet him over dinner. There were three sah-bhojans during his pravAs, one
for each bhAg. Saumitra ji gave a brief about HSS work carried out in various countries,
the challenges in each country due to socio-economic situations, success stories,
inspiring sangathan and sewA activities. Each such session was followed by QnA session.
He guided the shAkhA swayamsevaks on how to run quality shAkhA, what is the
importance of sampark etc. Post QnA, everyone had delicious dinner with Saumitra ji.
Average sankhya for sah-bhojan in each bhAg was around 50.
 
Sumitra ji did pravAs to the newest shAkhA in Sydney mahAnagar - epping shAkhA. It was
a wonderful experience for all sevak and sevikas. The sankhya was 60.  Saumitra ji also
met parivAr bandhus (samAj and sangathan shreNee). He had a meeting with Kashmiri
bandhus. He had an interaction with members of Hindu Council of Australia.  Australia
was devastated with bushfires in the summer. Saumitra ji participated in a bushfire
fundraising event and showed solidarity to the cause.
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"The onus lies on the current generation to truly define hindus on the values of

gyAn/bhakti/karma yog, vasudhaiva kuTumbakam, ahimsA, and environmental values."

VICHAAR MANTHAN
As part of Ma. Saumitra ji Gokhale’s pravAs of Sydney mahAnagar, the HSS yuvA team
conducted a vichAr manthan (VM) on 20th Feb 2020 at S.P. Jain School of Global
Management. For VM (which means ‘Churning of Ideas ’ ), the topic “Cows, Curry, and
Caste - A discussion on Hindu Identity ' ' was chosen by the yuvA team in an effort to
engage like-minded yuvA in an open dialogue and explore issues faced by young hindus
in the western society. The VM started with the ceremonial lighting of the diyA, followed
by the introduction of the Keynote Speaker (Ma. Saumitra ji Gokhale) and Host (Dr. Anil ji
Asthana), followed by the beautifully sung vaiyaktik geet - “Dharma ke liye jiye”.
 
Dr. Anil ji initiated the conversation by sharing his personal challenges of growing up in
a hindu-household in Britain, and the desire to fit into the British society. The keynote
address was delivered by Ma. Saumitra ji, speaking on how to deal with stereotypes
associated with hindu in the western society, he expertly focused on each one of “Cows -
Curry - Caste”, giving an insight into the current global narrative on hindu. On the topic
of ‘Caste’, Saumitra ji explained that the current form of the Caste System was
introduced by the British during the colonisation, and is not an endorsed form. In
sanatan dharma, the ‘varNa’ system is given more importance and is the endorsed form.
He also emphasised on how scientific evidence is strengthening the ancient hindu
practices of Ayurveda and yogA. On cows, he mentioned that in any agrarian society,
animals are important and hence cows became important in bhArat.
 
The yuvA were deeply engaged through the discussion and asked a variety of questions
ranging from practicing hindu rituals in daily life, vegetarianism/veganism, reaction to
media comments of radical hinduism, to breaking stereotypes and becoming
ambassadors of hindutva in Australia.  Saumitra ji concluded the discussion by saying
that the onus lies on the current generation to truly define hindus on the values of
gyAn/bhakti/karma yog, vasudhaiva kuTumbakam, ahimsA, and environmental values.
 
The vichAr manthan was attended by 92 yuvAs and the sankhyA totaled 148 individuals.
The HSS yuvA team thanks S.P. Jain School of Global Management for permitting us to
use their facilities for the event.
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KARYAKARTAA VARG

shikShaN shakti - how capable, skilled and effectives are the shAkhA shikShaks?
yojanA shakti - (workable) planning and execution capability
sampark shakti - ability to remain in touch with regular/irregular shAkhA families,
and bring new families
sRujan shakti - ability to be creative/innovative

As part of Saumitra ji's pravAs, mahAnagar karyakartA assembled together for a
karyakartA varg. The varg started with abhyAs of samatA and AchAr paddhatee. It served
a good refresher of the skills learnt. Post sharirik, ma Saumitra ji conducted a bauddhik
about how to make a good shAkhA? He explained that there are four strengths of shAkha
that need to be developed, and gave a discourse about ways to strengthen these
aspects:
1.
2.
3.

4.
 
The next bauddhik session was learning through real life stories. Ma. Saumitra ji
narrated 5 stories from 5 different parts of the world and asked all the karyakartA about
what they observed/felt after listening to stories. It was a great insight into a   variety of
work created by sangh swayamsevaks across the world. He concluded the bauddhik with
below lines written by param poojaneeya Rajju Bhaiyya (fourth sar-sanghachalak):

इतना आगे इतना आगे, �जसका कोई छोर नहीजहाँ पूण�ता मया�दा हो, सीमा� क� डोर नह�
(itnA Age itnA Age, jiskA koi chhor nahee jahAn poorNata maryAdA ho, seemAon kee Dor

nahee)

"A karyakartA should aim to grow so much that, there should not be any bounds and possibly

completeness is the only target."
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As a tribute to the second Sara-Sangachalak of Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh - param
pujaneeya Madhav SadAshivrAo Golwalkar or fondly known as poojaneeya Guruji - HSS
Sydney remembered him in a prataH bauddhik (�ातः बौ��क) on occasion of his birthday, by
marking his existence as a beacon of light and an inspiration to the entire world.
Commencing at 6:00 am., 46 sevaks and sevikas dressed in an attire of all white,
continued with a sampoorNa maun bauddhik or a bauddhik conducted in complete
silence. Ma Saumitra ji eloquently highlighted poojaneeya Guruji’s life journey as an
embodiment of ideals and an example for every karyakartA. As he described many of
poojaneeya Guruji’s attributes, he also dwelled upon his life’s tapasyA or 'deep
perseverance'.
 
The first being sanchAr tapasyA, poojaneeya Guruji was an avid traveller and through
this connected with multiple individuals with a smile on his face. He was known to travel
all around India via train. He was so conscious about his karyakartas that he made it a
point to remember each and every one of their names.
 
Saumitraji then highlighted his uchhAr tapasyA, the ability to articulate in a manner
that added value to every word spoken. With simple words and sweet tone, poojaneeya
Guruji was able to inspire countless people. Till his last breath he managed to leave a
thought in every individual. 
 
Poojaneeya Guru ji ’s vichAr tapasyA, the ability of thinking wisely,  was elaborately
explained through various examples. Poojaneeya Guruji always believed that poverty
must go away, but the richness of culture should never go.
 
Lastly, poojaneeya Guruji was looked up to for his AchAr tapasyA, his ability to inspire
through actions. He practised what he preached. He never delivered bauddhik while he
was sitting down, no matter how sick he was. He was a leader who was a step ahead of
his followers. Even till the last day of his battle with cancer, poojaneeya Guruji always
carried himself with discipline. Poojaneeya Guruji never reached late to any program and
never missed the prarthanA, showed utmost courage at all times and truly lived by his
words.

PRATAH BAUDDHIK

In the prataH bauddhik, which was a maun (silent) bauddhik, Ma. Saumitra Ki dwelled upon

poojaneeya Guruji's life’s tapasyA or 'deep perseverance' - sanchAr tapasyA, ucchAr

tapasyA, vichAr tapasyA, and AchAr tapasyA
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MA. SAUMITRA JI GOKHALE - BRISBANE PRAVAAS

Mananeeya Saumitra ji Gokhale was in Brisbane between 10 Feb and 17 Feb 2020, during
his Australia pravAs. He met various karyakarthAs and attended many programs during
his pravAs to Brisbane mahAnagar.

sammilit shAkhA @Runcorn Height School Hall, sankhya was 96

Yuva meeting with Ma.Saumitraji Selected Community leaders meeting

Karyakartha varg @Arise Solar Hall

Doctors meet and greet @ Arise solar Hall. 14
Doctors participated with amazing response.

Sevika and mahAnagar team baithak

Ma. Saumitra ji also attended parivAr sahabhojan with different shAkhAs, attended the

senior citizens shAkhA at Coopersplains library, and met with many respectable members

from the community and like-minded organisations.
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During the regular shAkhA on 22nd February, veer sAvarkar shAkhA decided to conduct
bauddhik activities in a different way. The shAkhA conducted a quiz, ‘hindavee
dharmoddhArak - the protector of Hindu faith’, about ShivAji MahArAj to commemorate
his jayanti (birth anniversary), which was on February 19th.  It was a spontaneous idea,
which would involve participation from all swayamsevaks and sevikAs. The topic being
very vast, a document containing a brief life history of ShivAji MahArAj was shared with
all on the previous day. This facilitated everyone, especially the bAl gaNa, to come
prepared for the quiz.  On the day, each team had at least one bAl, kishor, yuvA,taruN,
and mahilA. The quiz included rounds like multiple choice, buzzer, double points, bonus
point questions, etc. The questions were immensely interesting and saw the teams
competing heartily with each other. Irrespective of which team won the quiz, it was far
more important that everyone learned and recollected so many facts about the great life
of Chhatrapatee ShivAji MahArAj. 
 
The event was a big success, which brought out some healthy competition amongst the
bAl gana as they were super charged in answering all the questions. The shAkhA is all set
to conduct more such activities going forward.

Doing different things and doing things differently are the keys to improving the shAkhA

quality.

HINDAVEE DHARMODDHARAK - A QUIZ

KARYAKARTA NIRMAN BAITHAK
KaryakartA nirmAN is an important aspect of sangh work. With
the aim to facilitate karyakartA nirmAn, the mAdhav shAkhA
Toli conducted a baithak, in which the Toli members brain-
stormed ways to improve the shAkhA quality and the roles
and responsibilities of gaNa shikshaks. 
 
The Toli members also touch based upon practicing AchAr
paddhati in regular shAkhA and ways to inculcate and practice
discipline when giving AdnyAs (commands) during the shAkhA.
The team also took this opportunity to plan ahead for
upcoming activities like CleanUp Australia day and other
events. The baithak concluded with a delicious dinner
prepared by the families.
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 SHAKHA ACTIVITIES



CleanUp Australia is a voluntary movement committed
towards cleaning up and conserving our environment.
All shAkhAs in Sydney joined hands to contribute to this
noble cause and give back to the society. During the
first two weekends of March, all shAkhAs cleaned up
their respective shanghsthAn and the surrounding
areas as a sewA activity. 
 
Swayamsevaks and sevikAs, young and old, participated
in the activity to do their bit for the society and the
environement. The shAkhAs mindfully collected all
waste, segregated it into general and recyclable waste,
and left it at designated spots to be later collected by
CleanUp Australia volunteers. 
 

CLEANUP AUSTRALIA DAY

Abhimanyu shakha discussed a bouddhik topic 'Hindu Dharma and environment'.

Everyone agreed that cleanliness starts with you and at home. Most of the young

swayamsevaks decided to clean their room and post a picture and keeping to the word.
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navachaitanya hilore letA,  

jAg uThee hai taruNAee

hindurAShTra nija divya roop me, 

uThA punaH le angaDAee

jAg uThee hai taruNAee ||dhRu||
 

muThThee bhar AkrAntAo ne, 

anagina atyAchAr kiye

Atmashoonya digbhramit hameene, 

unhe kaee upahAr diye

videshiyon kee chAl na samajhe, 

laDe mare bhAee bhAee ||1||

jAg uThee hai taruNAee…2
 

jAti bhAShA varga bhinnatA, 

hai kitane mithyA abhimAn

kShetra-kShetra ke svArtha ubhAre, 

le apanee apanee pahchAn

rAShTra bhAv kA kare jAgaraN, 

pAT chalenge sab khAee ||2||

jAg uThee hai taruNAee…2
 

vividha pantha mata darShan apne, 

bheda nahee vaishiShTya hamArA

eka abhedya akhaNDa sanskRutee, 

kee bahatee amRut dhArA

satya sanAtan dharma adhiShThit, 

shubhamangal belA aaee ||3||

jAg uThee hai taruNAee…2
 

dhyeya samarpita jeevan apnA, 

bheeShma pratigya doharAe

ek-ek ko hRuday lagAkar, 

virAT shaktee prakaTae

ma bhArata ki jagat-pratiShThA, 

yagya patAkA laharaee ||4|

jAg uThee hai taruNAee…2

 

 

नवचैत�य �हलोरे लेता, 
जाग उठ� है त�णाई

�ह��रा� �नज �द� �प मे, 
उठा पुनः ले अंगडाई

जाग उठ� है त�णाई ॥धृ॥ 
 

मु��भर आ�ांताओ ने,  
अन�गन अ�याचार �कये

आ�मशू�य �दग��मत हमीने, 
उ�हे कई उपहार �दये

�वदे�शय� क� चाल न समझे, 
लडे मरे भाई भाई ॥१॥

जाग उठ� है त�णाई … २  
 

जाती भाषा वग� �भ�ता, 
है �कतने �म�या अ�भमान

�े�-�े� के �वाथ� उभारे, 
ले अपनी-अपनी पहचान
रा�भाव का करे जागरण, 
पाट चल�गे सब खाई ॥२॥
जाग उठ� है त�णाई … २ 

 
�व�वध पंथ मत दश�न अपने, 

भेद नही वै�श� हमारा
एक अभे� अख�ड सं�कृती, 

क� बहती अमृत धारा
स�य सनातन धम� अ�ध��त, 
शुभमंगल बेला आई ॥३॥
जाग उठ� है त�णाई … २ 

 
�येय सम�प�त जीवन अपना, 

भी�म ��त�ा दोहराए
एक-एक को �दय लगाकर, 

�वराट श�� �कटाए

माँ भारत क� जगत्-��त�ा, 
य� पताका लहराई ॥४॥
जाग उठ� है त�णाई … २ 



SUBHASHITA
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Fibbonacci Numbers
The Fibonacci Numbers and their sequence first appear
in Indian mathematics as  mātrāmeru, mentioned  by
Pingala in connection with the Sanskrit tradition of
prosody. 
 
Later on, the methods for the formation of these
numbers were given by mathematicians Virahanka,
Gopala and Hemacandra , much before the Italian
mathematician Fibonacci  introduced the fascinating
sequence to Western European mathematics.

Numeral Notations
Indians, as early as 500 BCE, had devised a system of
different symbols for every number from one to nine.
This notation system was adopted by the Arabs who
called it the hind numerals. 
 
Centuries later, this notation system was  adopted by
the western world who called them the  Arabic
numerals as it reached them through the Arab traders.

ANCIENT INDIA'S CONTRIBUTIONS TO SCIENCE

�वप�द धैय�म् अथ अ�युदये �मा 
सद�स वा�पटुता यु�ध �व�मः।

यश�स च अ�भर�तः �सनं �ुतौ 
�कृ�त�स�म् इदं �ह महा�मनाम्।।

vipadi dhairyam atha abhyudaye kShamA
sadasi vAkpaTuta yudhi vikramaH ।

yashasi cha abhiratiH vyasanam shrutau
prakRutisiddham idam hi mahAtmanAm ।।

Meaning of subhAshitA
Courage in trouble, self-control in prosperity, eloquence in the assembly, valor in

battle, eagerness in gaining success, a devoted attachment to holy scriptures, all these

are natural qualities of great souls.

Note: This subhashitA is from hitopadeshaH (�हतोपदेशः). hita means beneficial and

upadeshaH means advice.  hitopadeshaH consists of fables. The fables convey worldly

wisdom and advice on political affairs in simple language
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CONTACT US

HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/HINDUSWAYAMSEVAKSANGHSYDNEY

HTTPS://TWITTER.COM/HSS_SYDNEY

SYDNEY@HSSAUS.ORG
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